88	THE CURSORY READER
Interest is not, however, to be sudden or unprepared.
In this chapter the terms ' cursory reader ' and ' cursory
reading ' will be reserved for a type of reader and of
treatment adapted to facilitate this transition.
Function of the Cursory Reading Lesson
The preparing of the pupil to take to independent
reading is not the only purpose which the special cursory
reading lesson may serve, though it is an important one.
It may also serve to train the pupil in the rapid compre-
hension of an English passage, that is, to habituate
and fit him to pierce to the gist of what he is reading ;
and, thirdly, to confirm and extend his vocabulary. Of
these three aims, the literary, the intellectual and the
linguistic, the first and second are not peculiar 10 English
—interest in reading, and the habit of reading with
intelligence, should be inculcated in lessons in the
vernacular. And, where the vernacular has been well
taught to him, the pupil will approach his study of
English already aware of the pleasure of independent
reading, and already trained to read with application and,
therefore, with some measure of intelligence.
Where he has had this preparation, the teacher's task
in transferring the same habits to English will be much
lightened, but it will never be entirely removed. It will
still be necessary to get the pupil to realize that the
foreign language also offers him matter for interest and
entertainment, and it does not follow that because he
can read his vernacular rapidly, he can do this without
special practice in a more difficult and less familiar
medium. These two aims, then, will influence the
teacher in his choice of method in the cursory reading
lesson.
As regards the third object, that of confirming and
expanding the vocabulary, it is useful to begin by draw-
ing a distinction between,two kinds of .vocabulary, or
rather between two ways in which the vocabulary might
be regarded. It will be remembered that our selection
of the vocabulary to be taught has hitherto been based on
tlie principle of utility, of its seirviceableness to the pupil
fpr his speaking an<3 waiting, rather than for his reading, of
and that we represented the.pupiPs vocabulary

